**4000 FB•Pana-Mount™ Face-Bow**

The Pana-Mount™ Face-Bow features wrench or wrenchless detachable bite-fork assemblies which allows the face-bow to be used for multiple patients without having to mount casts immediately. It has a standard 22mm nasion relator as well as an orbital pointer. Comfortable ear pieces and foam nasion pad increase patient comfort.

Includes:

Face-Bow, two complete Bite-Fork Assemblies, Mounting Fixture, Standard Nasion Relator, T-Screws, and Hex Wrench.

---

**4070 FB•Bio-Esthetic™ Level Gauge**

The Bio-Esthetic™ Level Gauge is used to level the face-bow horizontal so the anterior esthetic plane of the teeth can be established correctly on the articulator.

---

**4027 FB•Bite-Fork Assembly (Complete)**

The Bite-Fork Assembly is used with the Pana-Mount™ Face-Bow and comes complete with a standard bite-fork and stem assembly, as well as T-Screws.

---

**4028 FB•Bite-Fork (Regular)**

The standard bite-fork is used with the Pana-Mount™ Face-Bow and bite-fork stem assembly. Constructed of all stainless steel, it is designed for easy cleaning and sterilization.

---

**4037 FB•Bite-Fork (Full denture)**

The full denture bite-fork is used with the Pana-Mount™ Face-Bow and bite-fork stem assembly for transferring maxillary bite-rim and edentulous cast to the articulator. Constructed of all stainless steel, it is designed for easy cleaning and sterilization.

---

**4038 FB•Bite-Fork (Pedo)**

The pedo bite-fork is used with the Pana-Mount™ Face-Bow and bite-fork stem assembly. Constructed of all stainless steel, it is designed for easy cleaning and sterilization.

---

**4080 FB•Adjustable Nasion Relator**

The Adjustable Nasion Relator is used in conjunction with the Bio-Esthetic™ Level Gauge to level the face-bow in the sagittal plane when the patient’s head is erect. The adjustable nasion is calibrated in millimeters.

---

**4030 FB•Bite-Fork Stem Assembly (Only)**

This stem assembly is for attaching the bite-fork to the Pana-Mount™ Face-Bow. It is the same assembly as item #4027, excluding the bite-fork. The T-Screws are also included.